WEIRD NEWS
Truth is stranger than fiction. Aside from politics and business,
what have Vienna and the rest of the world been up to?
AUSTRIA’S EBUNDESLIGA KICKS OFF

GHOSTBUSTERS
You always wanted to be a football champion (that’s “soccer,” for you
Americans) but couldn’t get yourself to hit the pitch? Well, if you honed your
skills at home playing FIFA instead, the popular football video game series,
A FAILED SÉANCE CAUSED
the Austrian Bundesliga has a treat for you: As of October, the first
THE FIRE IN MARX HALLE
eBundesliga is pitting avid players for all 10 Austrian top-tier teams against
On the night of September 10,
each other in a challenge for the title of the first eFootball champion.
a fire ravaged the Marx Halle
The tournament will play out online and at live events across the country, FEVER PITCH
in Vienna’s 3rd district. It took
100 fire fighters to extinguish
with the finals taking place on December 8 at Studio 44 in Vienna. Anyone
the blaze, which caused
older than 16 residing in Austria or Austrians abroad can take part, but be
damage of €1.5 to €2 million
warned: The qualification rounds are brutally competitive. Red Bull Salzburg
to the hall that is the city’s
is rumored to have already hired a professional full-time eSports player for
oldest wrought iron building,
their team and other clubs are also attempting to coach “their” players. The
built in the late 19th century. Since then, the police have been
fans’ veneration, glory and a prize of €15,000 await the victor. Just don’t
trying to find out why the popular concert, festival and event
expect Austria’s football players on the real pitch to pull off the same stunts
location burst into flames that night.
As it turns out, two young would-be spiritualists are responsible.
as those pixelated little sprites on the screen.
According to a police spokesperson, a 19-year-old man and woman
apparently indulged in marijuana on the night in question and got
the blazing idea to conjure spirits. To do this, they entered the Marx
Halle with tea candles, finding additional garden torches on site.
They proceeded to light them all and accidentally dropped a burning
torch on a couch, which in turn set the hall separations and the roof
on fire, resulting in the conflagration.
The two muddled mediums escaped the blaze and their summoning
ritual unharmed, but now the long arm of the law is haunting them.

WANDS READY!

PHOTOS: CLOCKWISE FROM TOP LEFT: RED BULL SALZBURG;
SHUTTERSTOCK; PEXELS; NIANTIC ON YOUTUBE.

A New Study Shows Sheep Can
Recognize Human Faces
Sheep have the reputation of not being very smart. Unjustly so, as
a new study conducted by the University of Cambridge shows.
The fluffy creatures are capable of telling human faces apart.
In an experiment, sheep learned to differentiate between celebrity
visages – such as Barack Obama’s or Emma Watson’s – and other
faces. This was accomplished by showing each sheep two
screens, both featuring a different face, frontal and in profile.
If they nudged the correct screen, they would get a reward.
Eight times out of ten, the sheep picked the correct screen.
They were also able to recognize their keeper’s faces without
any prior training, which is further proof of their abilities.
According to the University of Cambridge, the study could be
useful for understanding the neurodegenerative Huntington’s
disease. Sheep’s face recognition abilities are comparable to those
of apes and humans, possibly making them a new bellwether of
science. That is, if the wool wasn’t pulled over our eyes.

LOOKING
SHEEPISH

Hogwarts on the Lookout for
New Smartphone Wizards

Are you lazing away on your couch with your chips out of reach,
yearning to magically move that pack toward you by casting an
Accio spell? Or is that unpleasant coworker making you look
bad at work just asking for a Riddikulus enchantment to make
their nose bigger than it already is?
Well, we’re not quite there yet, but the American software
company Niantic is determined to bring some magic into your
life. The announcement of a new augmented reality
smartphone game called Harry Potter Wizards Unite, due for
release in 2018, spells fun. Following the success of Nintendo’s
Pokemon Go, which motivated couch potatoes worldwide to
roam their neighborhoods to catch ’em all, aspiring wizards and
witches may soon take to the streets to play with virtual objects
displayed on their smartphone screens.
This time, it will be even more enchanting: You’ll learn spells,
discover and fight legendary beasts and gather with other
wizards. The more Expecto Patronum spells you can
successfully cast, the more Nifflers you’ll catch – and the more
friends will ultimately join you for a round of Butterbeer.
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